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(CNT)-based biosensors for the fast and sensitive
detection of human viruses: a critical review

Hicham Meskher,*a Hussain Chaudhery Mustansar,b Amrit Kumar Thakur,*c

Ravishankar Sathyamurthy,gh Iseult Lynch,*d Punit Singh,e Tan Kim Hanf

and Rahman Saidur*f

Correction for ‘Recent trends in carbon nanotube (CNT)-based biosensors for the fast and sensitive

detection of human viruses: a critical review’ by Hicham Meskher et al., Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 992–

1010, DOI: https://doi.org/10.1039/D2NA00236A.
The authors regret that in the caption of Fig. 1, ref. 36 was wrongly attributed as the original source of the gure. The correct gure
caption is shown here:

Fig. 1 The assembly of a sandwich-type carbon nanotube (CNT) immunosensor and its detection method is depicted sche-
matically. The antibodies are attached onto CNTs through a poly(allylamine) layer. This gure has been adapted/reproduced from
ref. 117 with permission from Wiley, copyright 2014.

The Royal Society of Chemistry apologises for these errors and any consequent inconvenience to authors and readers.
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